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George Engelmann to Mr. Picart (written in French)

Kreuznach Jan. 14, 1857

Mister Picart,

I received your letter of the 12th. with the proof of plate 16. Your work pleased me very

much, however I have some corrections to make. But not having the drawings I prêter waiting

until I arrive in France in the spring. For the moment I am honored to note that the stamen are

not sufficiently defined and that I regret that in the arrangement of the plates you did not follow

my plans. You placed the principal figure on the top, where I believe the written lines would be

too obvious. I would prefer if the principal figure would be placed in the middle of the plate, and

mainly that ail the figures should represent the seeds. Their anatomy should be placed

together. In regards your price, I consider it modest. If the plates bring me the same pleasure I

will give you 900 Fr. instead of 825 that you have asked for. We forgot to make the

arrangements as to how I would pay you. If this would be agreeable to you we could wait until

my arrivai in Paris close to the end of March. If not I propose that I pay you 100 Fr. as soon as

one plate is finished and the rest when the necessary corrections have been made. Please be

so kind to send me the proofs of the first plate and to give a second one to Mr. ? Fan at the

Boulevard des Italiens 27. When do you think you can send me a proof of plate 14 and when
will you finish ail the ones that you have started? I plan to send you others as soon as you can

receive them.

You very honored,

(no signature)

translated Manfred Thurmann
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George Engelmann to Mr. Picart

February 2 (written in French)

Sir,

I have just received your letter and the proofs of 2 plates. I have nothing to say in regards the

stamen on plate 14, but it seems to me that the lower portion of the plate with the root is too

pronounced and perhaps too black as compared to the upper portion. The mamelae could be
more detached. I don't doubt that you will find them this way in the drawings; if I remember
correctly the roots are drawn very lightly, like with chaulk. I am sure you thought they were
wrinkles. You will understand what I am saying when you reexamine the drawing. I am not sure
if the inferior portion of the flower is covered with flakes, as you showed it. The stylus is too

black but the worse fault is that you traced the petals serrated; they are really lightly and
irregularly lacerated towards their tip; that without a doubt you will be able to see in the

drawings. The texture of the petals like in nearly ail those cacti is very délicate and the surface
seems soft and lucent, which always has to be considered.

I ask you to please send me one proof as soon as the next plate is finished, because it

seems préférable to tell you my recommendations soon, so that you can use them in your future

work.

(no signature)

translation Manfred Thurmann
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George Engelmann to Mr. Picart

Berlin, March21, 1857

Sir,

I finally received the proofs of plate 28, that you sent to Frankfurt 3 weeks ago. I cannot

make corrections unless I compare it to the original.

Please be so kind and send me the other proofs to Berlin to Mr Brauns' address (Prof of

Botany) where I will live appproximately another 4 weeks. I will not return to Paris until the first

week of May. Please tell me if you plan to finish the plates that you have before that date. In that

case I will send you others as soon as you tell me. I am in a hurry to have them as soon as

possible

( the letter stops here.)
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George Engelmann to Mr. Picart (written in French)

Berlin April 1 1 (written in French)

Sir,

I send you more' plates Num. 6 and 8, and I hope that you continue working assiduously with

my proiects. I plan to be in Paris at the beginning of May. Then I will pay you for ail the plates

that you will by then have finished. What is your reason for increasing the pnce and what wil

vou be asking for the other plates? I hope that you will be moderate in your demands as it is not

impossible that I give my work to someone here in Berlin. Please do me the favor of answenng

immediately. In case it would not be possible (end of this letter)

Written on the other side of the same page; nearly ununderstandable script

Berlin May 26.

Sir,

I find your priées reasonable and I have instructed Mr. Fleishmann to pay you 500 Fr.. I wish

to inform you that I will be in Paris approximately in the middle of next month.

Please make an effort to go and visit him with this letter.

(no signature)


